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Speaker expresses
hope for juvenile
criminals

www.RegisHighlander.com

Education and fundraising efforts precede
delegation's trip to Ft. Benning

Maricor Coquia
Staff Reporter

Terri, a young man, is panicked with
no drugs or money in his possession.
He's a dealer, dependent on these
items to keep a reputation. Not knowing what to do, Terri grabs a gun and
heads outside, looking for an opportunity to strike. He spots a cab driver,
and asks him for money. The cab driver freezes in panic. Terri, angered,
more forcefully threatens him for his
wallet...but the cab driver remains
paralyzed in shock. In a final rage,
Terri pulls the trigger. The cab driver is
killed on the spot.
"Terri unfortunately committed a
crime of opportunity," expressed John
Hubner, author of "Last Chance in
Texas: The Redemption of Criminal
Youth," adding "But that doesn't make
him a bad person. It's not a senseless
crime. There's always a purpose, and
we can fix it."
Last Wednesday, Hubner spoke to
students of the necessity to provide
young criminals with better treatment
programs. He argued, "95 percent of
juveniles can be worked with. We just
need to give them a second chance to
instill a change."
In his book, he highlights the benefits of an effective program in Texas,
Giddings State School. Unlike other
youth correctional facilities, "Giddings
looks like the Southwest version of a
prep school-58 acres of grass and oak
trees, building with limestone facades
and copper roofs. The cottages are
clean and house no more than 25 students," explained Hubner. "Prison-like
facilities where 75 kids live in dorms
are breeding grounds for gangs. The
units are too big to control, so kids
don't feel safe. They join a gang for
protection."
Terri , raised with no father and a
substance abusive mother, is representative of many juveniles sent to
correctional facilities. According to
Hubner, these crimes can result from
abuse or neglect in childhood. "Most
of these kids react with violence.
That's what they grew up with," said

See Juveniles on page 2

Denver, Colorado

Lizzeth Nevarez
Contributing Reporter
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Romero Troupe members Brendan McCrann, Lisa Boyd and Chris Provera
perform a tribute to Jean Donovan, an activist killed in El Salvador in 1980.
Graham Hunt
Staff Reporter

On Wednesday, November 9, the
Romero Troupe captivated an audience of more than 50 people with their
stirring tribute to activist Jean
Donovan. Donovan was one of four
laywomen killed December 2, 1980
while serving the Church in El
Salvador. The women were allegedly
assassinated by graduates of the
School of the Americas, a military

training school located within Fort
Benning, a military base in Columbus,
Georgia.
The Romero Troupe, a group of
actors comprised largely of Regis students and led by Jim Walsh, professor
of history in the SPS, both wrote and
performed the play. The production
was judged a great success in the
fundraising effort for this year's SOA
delegation , which leaves this Friday,
November 19 to participate in a nonviolent vigil at the gates of Fort Benning.

On Monday, November 7, approximately 35 people gathered in the
Science Building to learn about active
nonviolence and themselves. The
event was hosted by the Romero
House and the School of Americas
Watch (SOAW). The event was specifically planned to prepare the Regis
SOAW delegation for their trip to Fort
Benning, Georgia, and members of
both groups were required to
attend. "We need to know where we're
at before attending," says Brendan
McCrann, coordinator of the Romero
House. The training serves to help
delegates prepare for situations, and
to respond with active nonviolence.
The event was open to everyone,
and a mix of interested students, faculty, and staff attended. Senior Adian
Manriquez, one of the student leaders
of the SOAW Delegation, believes that
it is beneficial to open the training to
everyone, since it allows others to
learn nonviolence techniques and
about the SOAW.
Laura Slattery, coordinator of the
"From Violence to Wholeness" program for Pace e Bene, a nonviolence
organization based outside of San
Francisco, facilitated the event.
Slattery attended West Point until concluding that the U.S. military was
killing her "brothers and sisters."
Afterward, Slattery turned in her military uniform.
To begin the training, everyone in
the circle introduced themselves and
said why they were there. One student shared that she gets her inspiration ·to work for nonviolence from passionate people. Another person said
she was taking part in the training to
"say no to nonviolence and yes to
community."
With this, Slattery brought some
important questions into the discussion: "How do we actually understand
this thing called nonviolence and how
do we use nonviolence as a tool?"
All these hopes for a better world
are not only words, they are actions.
Through the training, many SOAW
See Nonviolence on page 2
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members, as well as Romero House
members, have the opportunity to
create change in third world countries
and many others. "These kinds of
opportunities [to travel socially and
actively] don't exist for everyone in
college," said McCrann. "To be in a
Jesuit university and not answer the
call to nonviolence is a loss."
Once the important questions were
brought up, the group began various
exercises. Each member was
assigned one of five roles: commandant, soldier, congressman, policeman, and the SOAW protestor. Each
group took a turn at role playing each
of the characters in order to
empathize with each of the actual
people who take a real life role in the
SOAW.
This way, according to
Slattery, it will be easier to understand differing perspectives about the
School of Americas.
To close the training, Slattery asked
everyone to hold hands and close
their eyes. One by one, group members expressed a hope for equality,
justice, understanding, and a nonviolent future.

Juveniles from front page
Hubner. "The Giddings facility gets to
the root of the problem. They allow for
change, for redemption."
Hubner argued that prisons are a
"gigantic fraud," commenting that prisons are not as effective as they are
thought to be. "Don't get me wrong:
I'm not saying we don't need prisons.
We do," he said. "But if every state
developed aggressive treatment programs for violent young offenders, as
they have in Texas, we could make
dramatic reductions in our prison population."
Overall, Hubner expressed hope for
young offenders. "If we can curtail
domestic violence; if we can interrupt
violent patterns before they develop,
we will change our society." For
youths like Terri, the Giddings State
School can provide a second chance.

3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop 1-8
Denver, CO 80221
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Laura Slattery conducts nonviolence training in the Science Building.

APM to sponsor night of karaoke
and dancing for charity
Maricor Coquia
Staff Reporter
The Asian Pacific American
Association (APAA) will be hosting
"DOR + Karaoke Night" this Friday,
November 18, from 8-10 p.m. in the
Student Center. The event's proceeds
will
be
donated to
Children
International, a non-profit organization
dedicated to helping impoverished
children worldwide.
DOR, also known as the popular
dance
game
"Dance
Dance
Revolution," will be a focal point for the
event. Participants will be challenged
in following a series of steps to their
choice of music, and hopefully
advance to more complex dance routines as the night progresses.
"I'm planning on mastering my skills
in DOR," said Jalaine Binas, the club's

treasurer.
DOR can be played individually or
against another participant. There will
be four dance pads available for the
event, so many students will have an
opportunity to test their dance skills.
"I like the competition and exhilaration," expressed Steve Ngo, a member
of the club.
Karaoke will also be part of the
event. Featuring "Magic Mic™," a
microphone that holds thousands of
recorded songs, students will have a
chance to showcase their singing abilities. Along with popular pop, dance,
and oldies tunes, the microphone will
also feature Tagalog (Filipino) songs
for students who want to try singing in
another language.
Popular food and drink items from
various Asian and island cultures will
also be served. Some items include
traditional Chinese egg rolls, Filipino
banana lumpia (fried wrapped
bananas sprinkled with brown sugar),
sushi, and a favorite snack-food from
Hawaii called spam musubi (fried
spam covered with rice and seaweed).
"I hope the event will help draw interest for APAA and to further a positive
reputation for the club," expressed
Kyle Hudencial, the club's senator. "I
would like students to know that it will
be a lot of fun, whether you decide to
do DOR or karaoke."
"I want people to have a good time,"
said president Corey Sexton. "This
event is for everyone to not only learn
of different cultures, but to meet new
people."

Admission for the event is $3.
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Senior Grant Gordon shows off his moves at the fall formal
to Junior Caitlin Claxton this past weekend.

Babysitting agency
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PT, Temporary or
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$8.80 I hr and up.
(303) 346-7600.
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thought. Editorials are the opinions of
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Closing moral loopholes:
torture and human rights
Christopher Harless
Adjunct Professor, Regis College
A perfect storm seems to be brewing in Washington, stirring up a dust
cloud of issues many thought had
been put to rest or could be safely
ignored. With public support for the
war in Iraq slowly eroding and
approval ratings for the President at
all-time lows-the latter stemming from
a host of reasons, including the slow
response to hurricane Katrina and
recent indictments of GOP leaderslawmakers seem finally to be finding
the courage to challenge the
Administration's policies.
Within a week of Senator Harry
Reid's bold move to force the Senate
into a closed session for discussing
charges that the Administration manipulated intelligence in the run-up to the
war, the House has been presented
with two bills that directly challenge the
Administrations power and authority.
Specifically, these amendments
would limit the range of options available to US agents as they seek information from enemy detainees. The
measures would ban "cruel , inhuman,
or degrading treatment or punishment"
of any person in any location that the
US is holding in custody, including terrorism suspects held in off-shore
detention
centers,
such
as
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and Abu
Ghraib, Iraq.
The amendments, which were originally authored by Senator John
McCain, have already passed the
Senate by a 90-9 vote. Vice President
Cheney has spoken out in strong
opposition to the measures. He has
argued that the CIA should not be
restricted to the same rules that would
apply to other US agents and soldiers.
If passed by the House, the bills
would not only represent a victory for
critics of the Administration's prosecution of the "War on Terror," but would
also signify a bold and unflenching
statement to the world that the United
States is uncompromising in its support of fundamental human rights.
This is a statement that desperately
needs to be made in the wake of the
revelations in 2004 of prisoner abuse
at Abu Ghraib and, more recently, of
the existence of secret CIA prisons in
Eastern Europe. It is also a statement
that lawmakers must make to counter
the legal gymnastics of Administration
officials such as Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales. In 2002, Gonzales,
who at that time was White House
Counsel, authored a now-infamous
memo in which he argued that existing
laws against torture do not apply in the

case of "enemy combatants" who are
held under the authority of the
President.
It is semantic loopholes like this that
must be closed if the United States is
to have any moral credibility when
denouncing terror and human rights
violations in other countries.According
to a report from Reuters, of the more
than 500 enemy combatants currently
held at Guantanamo Bay, only 9 have
officially been charged with crimes (5
or them just last week). The New York
Times reports, however, that roughly
200 have filed motions of habeas corpus (short for the Latin phrase, habeas
corpus ad subjiciendum, which means
"you shall have the body to be subjected [to examination]") in our federal
courts, essentially asking for a chance
to plead their cases to see if they are
being wrongfully held.
In 2004, the Supreme Court ruled
that detainees had a right to such legal
proceedings. However, on Thursday,
November 10, the Senate voted in
favor of an amendment to a military
appropriations bill that would once
again deny the right of habeas corpus
to "enemy combatant" detainees. This
is troubling for many reasons, not the
least of which is that under the Patriot
Act of 2001, even US citizens may be
labeled as "enemy combatants" by the
President, thereby depriving them of
rights ordinarily granted by the
Constitution. But even if the rule only
applied to foreign terrorism suspects, it
is objectionable on human rights
grounds.
The Executive branch
should not be given the power to hold
anyone indefinitely without formal
accusations, regardless of the person's nationality.
All terrorism suspects held by the US
should be given the chance to challenge their imprisonment before a
court. If there is not enough proof
even to make a charge against them,
then the moral thing to do is to release
them. Holding people prisoner without
giving them access to lawyers and trials and without giving them formal
explanation of the charges against
them is inhuman and un-American.
The very same moral principles that
would restrain us from torturing
detainees ought to compel us to recognize their right to face their accusers in
court. That is, the twin rights to be free
from cruel and inhuman treatment and
to be able to face one's accusers in a
legitimate court of law spring from the
same conception of human dignity.
Therefore, to recognize the one but not
the other, as the US Senate is proposing, is inconsistent and unconscionable.
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Revisiting history: ho noring service and courage
Corpsman raised the flag and Joe
R?s~ntha~ took the Pulitzer Prize
w1nnrng picture.
The Tomb of the Unknown
The Marine Corps'
Soldier in Arlington, VA, is
birthday is November
absolutely hollowed ground . On
10. The following day,
November 11, is Veterans Day. Armistice Day in 1921 ,an unknown
That these dates follow each other American soldier was buried in
is symbolic, especially as we find Arlingt~~ National Cemetery, in
our nation at war. It is important to recogn1t1on of those that were
The Tomb is
remember the valiant citizens who never identified.
have served our country and to inscribed with words, "Here lies in
recall the events that richly honor honored glory an American soldier
our country's history. According to known but to God."
This past summer, I had the
the U.S. Census Bureau, there are
fewer than 25 million veterans in opportunity to visit Gettysburg on
the United States The birthday of the anniversary of the battle
fought during the first three days of
the United States
Armistice Day, (now Veteran's July in 1863. This battle marked
Day) marks the end of World War the greatest advance of the
One, when the Allies signed a Confederate Forces against the
peace treaty with Germany in Union. President Abraham Lincoln
1919. The signing of this treaty in captured the essence of the battle
France came at the "eleventh hour in the Gettysburg Address. "Now
of the eleventh day of the eleventh we are engaged in a great civil war,
month." Following World War Two, testing whether that nation , or any
the name of the day was changed nation so conceived and so dedito Veterans Day by President cated, can long endure. We are
Eisenhower on June 1, 1954. His met on a great battlefield of that
words have timeless value.
On war. We have come to dedicate a
November 11 , 1954 he proclaimed, portion of it, as a final resting place
"On [this] day, let us solemnly for those who died here, that the
remember the sacrifices of all nation might live."
Last November, I visited the batthose who fought so valiantly, on
the seas, in the air, and on foreign tle sites of Normandy and the DThe U.S. Armed
shores, to preserve our heritage of Day invasion.
freedom, and let us reconsecrate Forces Memorial Garden at the
ourselves to the task of promoting Memorial Museum has a beautiful
an enduring peace so that all their inscription in the pavement.
It
efforts shall not have been in vain ." says, "From the heart of our land
The birthday of the Marine Corps flows the blood of our youth, given
comes at a trying time. According to you in the name of freedom.
to an Associated Press report in Above Omaha Beach sits the
August, "Marines number more Normandy American Cemetery with
than 23,000 out of 138,000 mem- 9,387 burials of US service men
bers of the U.S. Armed Forces in and women. One of the graves is
Iraq, or 17 percent. Yet they have for Medal of Honor Recipient
lost at least 530 of the more than Brigadier
General
Theodore
1,820 U.S. personnel who have Roosevelt Junior, nephew of the
died there , or 29 percent, Marine President.
officials said." All coalition forces
As we remember the undying
and other branches of the US honor of our soldiers, past and
Forces have difficult jobs.
The present, we must continue to
Marines have one of the most diffi- acknowledge the 25 million vetercult jobs, attempting to pacify the ans here at home . I close these
Anbar Province in Western Iraq . thoughts in light of General
This province is where Iraqi cities Douglas MacArthur, who made his
such as Fallujah , Haditha, and
Ramadi are located; all three have
As we remember the
seen_ significant casualties battling
the insurgency. Today's Marines undying honor of our solcarry on the legacy of those who diers, past and present, we
came before, such as the Marines
who raised the Flag at lwo Jima. must continue to acknowlThe International Institute for edge the 25 million veter~trategic Studies recently published the 2005-2006 Military ans here at home.
Balance report recognizing the US
Marines' ability to adapt to the
requirements of the unconventional farewell address at West Point
warfare that is being waged in Iraq. around three simple words : duty,
I have recently been able to visit honor, and country: "Those three
site~ sy~bolic of the sacrifices by hallowed words reverently dictate
soldiers rn the past. As American what you ought to be, what you can
soldiers wage two difficult wars in be, what you will be. They are your
Iraq and Afghanistan, I find it heart- rallying point to build courage when
ening to remind myself what these courage seems to fail , to regain
places stand for.
faith when there seems to be little
I was able to see the Marine cause for faith, to create hope
Corps War Memorial again just a when hope becomes forlorn . Your
few weeks ago. The statue of the guidepost stands out like a ten -fold
Flag raising at lwo Jima is beacon in the night: Duty, honor,
absolutely moving .
The Marine country."
Corps War Memorial is emblematic
of this grateful nation's esteem for
th e honored dead of the Marine
Corps .. It was February 23, 1945
when five Marines and a Navy
Justin Goldman
Opinion Editor
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You have the dream, now take action-make the choice to become a leader. The Leadership Development
Program is looking for men and women willing to complete the Leadership Activites Certification
or Minor in Leadership Studies. For more information contact Sally Spencer-Thomas: sspencer@regis.edu,
303-458-4323 or go to www.regis.edu/leadership.
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Connection to Old
Friends and New
aroline Herter
Staff Reporter
Facebook has become a national
rend for many college students.
side from being a major distraction
rom schoolwork and final exams,
Facebook does have many positive
spects. While sitting around the
kitchen table, I asked my roommates
hat they thought the best thing about
Facebook is, and we compiled a list.
First we decided that Facebook is a
reat way to get in touch with old
riends from your childhood. The
search· feature allows you to look for
nyone from your past and present,
ike childhood friends. For instance, I
as able to get in touch with a girl that
I grew up with from Detroit. We hadn't
poken in 15 years and we were able
o update each other about our lives.
Facebook is also a great way to keep
·n touch with all of your high school
·ends who attend universities all over
he country. If their college is affiliated
ith Facebook, then you are able to
list them as your friend. It keeps you

updated on your friend's lives and is
simple way to stay current on you
friend's college life.
We then started discussing how w
like the fact that you have to be friend
with someone in order to look at thei
page. It keeps random people fro
being able to access any information
on you. We also decided that be bes
characteristic of Facebook is that thi
giant network of friends is simply fun.
Being able to leave a message on
friend's wall, or even sending a privat
message is taking instant messagin
and even e-mail to a whole new level:
The poking feature and the new phot
album feature make Facebook mor
personalized and even more distract
ing!
Yet, the most important attribute t
Facebook is that it is free, which i
very attractive to countless penniles
college students who are stuck wit
paying tuition, rent, and other miscel
laneous bills. Overall, it is a great com
munication tool that serves to connec
everyone via the Internet.
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Outsiders
Looking In
to realize that a few messages left on
my wall, or messages sent are no
enough to keep a connection afloat fo
I admit it. I missed the boat. very long. Facebook may provide
enerally, I consider myself reason- revival of old connections, but only fo
bly "with it." Now I'm not so sure. a fleeting moment before the ol
Facebook has exploded across not habits of neglect return and rear thei
nly our campus, but campuses all ugly head.
ver the country. What is this strange
Not only does this particular form o
henomena? It seems as though now communication seem to be limited in
he "cool kids" are all avid its scope, it seems to also increase th
Facebookers. Practically overnight the demand on everyone's time. Student
raze that is Facebook, My Space and are, at any point in time, being pulled
ther such entities promised connec- in about a million different directions a
ions with those we might have ether- once. In between trying to graduate,
ise left behind.
demands of fami ly life, etc, Faceboo
Strange. The trend has me intrigued seems to have become a beast of it
in some ways. Merely by subscribing own, eating away at our time and
o this service I can be in contact with energy supply. At a university tha
lmost anyone from my past. Years of emphasizes the Jesuit mission, includ
eglect can be remedied simply by ing involvement in the community and
earching my former schools, select- service to others, isn't it possible tha
·ng the names of long lost friends and the time spent conversing online could
cquaintances and asking if they will be spent in a more valuable way? With
ccept my renewed offer of friendship. the idea of lgnatian spirituality in mind,
Now, several years removed from high finding time for reflection is vitall
· chool, part of me wants to know what important. Facebook and other enti
has become of those I once knew, ties shift the focus away from inne
here these people are and what they reflection and ties up our emotion
with other matters.
hope to accomplish.
Probably. To be fair, not being on
Then again, the question immediately comes to mind- if these people are Facebook hasn't inspired me to mor
my friends, and our friendship is spe- actively involve myself in the commu
ial enough to be worth reviving- nity. On the contrary, I have just wast
here have they been all these years? ed time in more traditional and familia
!though the tales of friends reunited ways, i.e. playing hearts on Yahoo!
aybe heartwarming, I'm not sure that and constantly checking the status o
connection made and maintained via my fantasy football team.
The point is that while Faceboo
Facebook is really a true connection to
hat person at all. I mean staying con- may seem like a cure-all to reinitiat
nected excl usively via the internet and repair human relationships, b
eems to me to be more cold and dis- wary that in an age of instant informa
ant than I generally prefer my relation- tion and communication, what can b
hips to be. Call me old-fashioned, may not always suggest what shou/
ut I would much rather receive a be.
hone call, or even a letter from the
snail mail..
I would hope that any Editor in Chief Chris Dieterich also contribute
to this commentary.
eople that are out there searching for
e would know m tastes well enou h
lyse Warner
Staff Reporter
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2004:
ebruary: Thefacebook.com, found
d at Harvard, by 5 students, includ
·ng Mark Zuckerberg and two room
ates. Each residential house had i
wn facebook; Zuckerberg sough
o"put an all-school facebook online,
here students could access other
regardless of where they lived."

•

es 1nny on
Facebook
Jacqueline Kharouf
Staff Reporter
Communication and human interaction have been evolving and changing
since the first grunts and snorts of the
Neanderthal man to the clicking and
typing of the computer junkie. With
the advent of online directories and
people networks, meeting people and
connecting to our fellow humans is
facing evolution once again. Last
year, students experienced this communication development first hand
when a Regis network was created on
Facebook.
Facebook, founded by Mark
Zuckerberg and introduced online on
February 4, 2004, is a free "online
directory that connects people
through social networks at schools."
Joining Facebook requires first time
users to have an active and valid
school e-mail account. According to
facebook.com, this requirement is
mainly for "security reasons," but it is
also utilized to direct individual logins
and to confirm individual affiliations to
the network.
Although Facebook requires users
to be affiliated with a legitimate institution , it is independent from the
schools themselves. Different school
networks are created only by student
requests and are not officially linked to
the institution.

This social network is a complex,
interwoven system of friends, network
users, and schools. Every school,
whether it is a high school or a college/university that is registered on
Facebook, has its own network of
people. Thus, when first time users
register to join Facebook, users are
added to the network corresponding
to their institution.
Within this network, Facebook users
may create their own profiles; look at
the profiles of people within the network; add or reject friends; post wall
discussions on network profiles; create and maintain photo albums; create, accept, or decline party invitations; join social groups/clubs; message other people in the network; and
playfully poke their friends.
Individuals create their own profiles
by filling out a series of criteria, such
as name, birth date, interests, contact
information, and even dating status.
These profiles also display a picture
of the user, the user's friends' profiles,
a place to write comments about the
user (also known as "the wall"),
groups that the user has joined, classes that the user is currently taking at
the school, and photo albums that the
user has created.
Source:http://regis.facebook.com/hel
p.php

.wired.com

An
issue of
safety

2005:
ay:

Facebook receives $12.7 mil
ion in funding from Accel Partners.
Facebook website says the mone
ill help it "expand to all 1,400 of th
nation's four-year universities and col
leges and beyond by the beginning o
he fall term."
Rocky Mountain News.

October 16:
According
Baltimore Sun, at the University o
Maryland, resident assistants an
housing directors are concerned
bout a trend toward venting room
mate frustrations online.
October 18: The Iowa State Dail
xplains that Michael Bugeja, autho
f "Interpersonal Divide: The Search
or Community in a Technologica
ge," believes Facebook encourage
embers to participate in simulate
·nteraction rather than interpersonal
nteraction. "Facebook is not an
nline community but a mere simula
ion of the real thing," said Bugeja,
irector of the Greenlee School o
ournalism and Communication.
November
1:
The
Columbi
Missourian reports that "MU is form
·ng a task force to decide what to d
ith Facebook content that violate
the student conduct code]."
ttp:llcolumbiamissourian.com/newslprint.php .
D=16840

ovember 14: An estimated 85 per
nt of students at more than 2,00
olleges using Facebook.

Freshman Anna Waller sits engrossed in the overwhelming lure of_ Facebook.
phenomena has swept the Regis campus in the last year and continues to ~prea~ across the
nation. Recently Facebook has expanded to include high school students m their network.
The service allows students at universities all across the country to converse freely.

Erica Easter
Staff Reporter

Until the Internet, people stayed in
contact with family and friends by
writing letters or calling them on the
phone. But today these modes of
communication seem rather antiquated to some, overtaken by e-mail
and instant messaging. A new trend
in global networking , Facebook.com,
furthers the speed of email and messaging, calling to mind possible consequences for those who are not
privy to the safety and privacy issues
of this site.
"I have been struggling with
Facebook," says Dave Law, director
of Student Activities. "I think people
disclose things on the Internet that
they would not post on the walls of
the residence halls or the student
center because they think it seems
safer on the web. But, in reality the
audience is a lot larger on the
Internet which makes it less safe."
Although students can post their contact information at their discretion,
Law believes that there is almost an
obligation to post information
because there is the option to do so.
Even though only "confirmed friends"
and fellow students attending the
same school can view a person's
profile, Law wonders how safe that
component of the network really is. In
fact, he likens Facebook to a "stalker's dream· because information is
so easily accessible and vulnerable.
He adds, "Do we really know how
safe it is? Anyone can get in there
and hack into profiles."
From another perspective, some
students believe that Facebook is a
harmless endeavor that is fun and
"nice because you do not have to call
friends, just write on their walls to
keep in touch,· according to Kelly
Haberkorn, a freshman who works in
University
Ministry.
Haberkorn
believes that Facebook has "legitimate controls that can make it more
private." She adds, "I think the majority of people handle it well. Of
course, there will always be the few
people that do not handle it well."
According to Law, Facebook
appears harmless for now, but it
could take on a life of its own.
Because there is not a lot of censorship, Law believes that this network
can be a tool to gossip and potentially cause great damage. "Once it is
out on the web, it cannot be taken
back." He also emphasizes that
Facebook is, first and foremost, a
business with a strong incentive to
diversify and change. Law warns
students to use discretion with these
sites, "Be careful what you disclose,
have a sense of self dignity and self
worth independent of what other's
think, [instead] grounded in who they
are."
Staff Reporter Alyse Warner also contributed
to this story.
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§ypodbye senio rs
Ryan Caulfield

Cody Berg, number 13 for the men's.
soccer, is originally from Littleton
Colorado. He played as a forward in
seventeen games and started three
of those games. Cody left this season
with two yellow cards and no red
cards. This season Cody had seven
goals and four assists. He ended his
season with eleven shots on goal.

Laura Bisio, number 6 for the volleyball team, is from San Francisco,
California. She had 198 kills and 196
digs for the Rangers this season.
Laura played outside hitter for the
Rangers.

Brian Couch is from Scottsdale,
Arizona. Brian has run cross country
for all four years at Regis University.
Brian most notable meets where at
NCAA II North Central regionals
where he placed 106th with a time of
37:10. The CCU open where he
placed 4th with a time of 17:04.

Michael Daly a senior from Metairie,
Louisiana. Michael ran cross country
all four years for Regis University. He
highlighted his talents at the CCU
open on October 12th where he
placed 4th with a time of 17:04, At the
NCAA II N. Central regional's where
he placed 140th with a time of 44:52.

Allison Hingten from Eagle, Idaho has
run cross country all four years of her
career at Regis University. Allison's
most notable meets where at the
Colorado College Invitational on
September 24th where she placed
25th with a time of 25:52.30. The
CCU open on October 12th where
she placed second with a time of
20:40.

Allen Johnson, number 4 for the
men's sopccer team, is originally from
Grand Prairie, Texas. Allen played as
a Midfielder t_his season. He played
seven games and started in one
game this season. Allen had four
shots on goal.

Jen Kiser, number eleven for the volleyball team, is from Highlands
Ranch, Coloraodo. She had 129 kills
and 186 digs this season. Jen was a
transfer to the Regis Rangers this
season. She played middle hitter for
the Rangers.

Guillermo Mazier, number five for the
rangers, is originally from Phoenix,
Arizona. Guillermo played as a midfielder. He played and started fifteen
games this season. Guillermo had
one goal and four assists. He
received five yellow cards and one
yellow card this season. Guillermo
finished his season with thirteen
shots on goal.

LaVanda Mireles, number 13 for the
volleyball team is from Fort Collins,
Colorado. She had 170 kills and 49
digs this season. Lavanda played
middle hitter for the Rangers.
LaVanda was an Honorable Mention
AII-RMAC selection in 2004.

Travis Mitchell, number three for the
men's soccer, is originally from
Houston, Texas. He played as a midfielder and had two goals and one
assist this season. Travis played and
started in seventeen of the games
this season. Travis received one yellow card this season. He ended this
season with nine shots on goal.

Kate Murphy number two for the
women's soccer team is originally
from Plano Texas. She played this
season as forward. Kate had an
amazing season with thirty five goals
twenty seven assists and sixty two
shots on goal. Kate leaves Regis as
the career leader in goals and total
points. She also set new records for
most goals and points in a single season this year.

Jonathan Ramirez had one goal this
season with one shot on goal. He
started and played in seventeen
games this season. Jon received four
yellow cards and had seven shots on
goal. Jon is originally from Toledo,
Ohio and played as a defender/ midfielder for the rangers this year. Jon
finished this season with seven shots
on goal.

iTo tlie senioli
athletes:

Tommy Terrill, number six for the
men's soccer team, is originally from
Westminster, Colorado. Tommy
played as a defender for the Men's
soccer team. Tommy had a total of
two shots on goal.

Sven Trautmann number 18 for the
men's soccer is originally from Plano,
Texas. Sven played as a forward in
sixteen games and started thirteen of
them this season. Sven had seven
goals and one assist. He ended his
season with twenty three shots on
goal. He received three yellow cards
and one red card this season.

Lilia Utu A Colorado native from
Steamboat Springs played as number
thirteen this season. She a midfielder
and had 7 goals eleven assists and
nine shots on goal this season.

The Regis community
your,
acknowledges
dedication and commitment to your individual
teams. Thank you torr
your time and effort.
The Highlander staff
wishes you all the best
of luck in future careers.

,
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Recap of tall atf;lletics
Ryan Caulfield
Sports Editor

Men's Cross Country
The men's cross country team started the season slowly with having to
replace four out of five of their top runners from last season. However as
the season progressed, the team
started to come together with good
performances coming from freshman
and strong. leadership from junior
Jesse Hunter. Freshman Matt Mach
said "I thought it was a good season."
Also, Matt felt the team created a really good bond between each other and
the highlight of his season was going
on team trips to Cold Stones. Coach
Middlestedt feels that the team came
to together quite nicely during the season and will have a strong season
next year.

Women's
Cross Country
The women's cross country team
was rebuilding after losing three seniors from last year's team. The team
also had to overcome numerous
injuries. They finished the season with
only five runners after starting out with
thirteen. Even with the injuries, the
women kept on running and got strong
performances from Ana Hacker all
season long. Senior Allison Hingten
felt it was great how both the men's
and women's teams came together
and cheered each other on. Coach
Middlestedt is happy with how the
team progressed throughout the season and feels the team really
improved.

Women's Volleyball

Women's Golf

Women's volleyball was a team in
transition playing in a much improved
RMAC conference this fall. The
Rangers challenge of incorporating six
freshmen and one transfer into the
scheme was made even more difficult
by a slew of injuries that nagged the
team throughout the fall. Maintaining
consistency proved difficult at times,
but when women's volleyball found its
rhythm they showed flashes of brilliance. Senior captain LaVanda
Mireles couldn't help but be disappointed by the outcomes of some
matches, but noted that the team's
young talent gained so much experience this fall that the Rangers will likely be a force to be reckoned with over
the next few years.

This fall was the first year for Regis
to have a women's golf team. The
young team played in four tournaments this fall. The team's best finish
came at the Fort Hayes State
University Invitational where they finished sixth out of seven teams.
Freshman Victoria Ybarra felt the
team did very well this fall and said "I
think all the girls did great!" The highlight of the season for Ybarra was
when she was named RMAC Golfer of
the Week on September 16. The team
will be hoping to improve in the spring
with the experience they gained this
fall.

Men's Soccer
The men's soccer team started their
season out only winning two of their
first seven games of the season. As
the season went along though, the
men finally started to click and won
seven of its last eight games of the
season. Junior Parker Heikes felt the
team struggled to click at the beginning of the season but came to realize
how good they were after defeating
CSU-Pueblo. The highlight of the season for Heikes was beating Seattle
Pacific in the final seconds of the
game.
Senior captain Guillermo
Mazier felt the season went well and
that the success of this season will
carry over to next season. His highlight of the season was going unbeaten in seven straight games.

Men's Golf
The men's golf team played in three
tournaments this fall to prepare for the
spring season. Sophomore Bobby
Arranaga felt that they had a real productive season and worked well as a
team. In the fall, the team's best finish
was at the RMAC championships
where they finished second out of nine
teams. The men in the spring season
will be looking to make the NCAA tournament for the second straight year.
Senior Chris Sylvia commenting on
the team's chances of making the
tournament by saying "I believe that
we can obtain this goal easily and I
feel we will perform much better
because of our gained experience."
The men will start their spring season
on March 27 at the Fort Hayes State
University Invitational.

1. Name: Denise Lopez
2. Class year: Junior
3.Position you play: I play forward
4.New players to watch out for: Jenny
Viera freshman from Mullen High
School. She is a hustler and is a very
quick point guard. Emily Kuipers from
WA. also a forward who is a very good
shooter. Jill Furst from ARZ. Post player who plays very well down low and
Stevi Seitz a soph. transfer from Minn.
Very good point guard can take the
ball to the basket and shoot it as well.
5. Greatest moment in your basketball
career: The state championship my
senior year in high school.
6. How long have you been playing
for: I've been playing basketball since
I was in 3rd grade, so about 12/13 yrs.
7. Predictions or outlooks for this
year's team: Prediction for this year is
winning the conference regular season and tournament. Making it to
regional's and advancing to the Elite 8.

Current Intramural
Standings

Season ends with
loss to Metro
Ryan Caufield
Sports Editor
Last Sunday at Metro State's Auraria
Field, the women's soccer season
ended with a 1-0 loss to Metro State in
the second round of the 2005 NCAA II
Midwest Regional. The Roadrunners
got the only goal of the game from
RMAC Player of the Year, Kylee
Hanavan at 30:31. Hanavan, after
taking a pass from Kira Sharp at midfield, advanced the ball up field before
firing a shot past Rangers goalkeeper
Joanna Humphrey for the goal.
On Friday, the Rangers defeated the
University of Central Oklahoma in a
shootout after a 2-2 tie in regulation to
advance to the game against Metro
State. Central Oklahoma score first
with a goal by Lindsay Hull just a
minute and seven seconds into the
game. The Rangers tied the game
with a goal by Cassie Cornett at 47:28.
In the 73rd minute, Regis took the lead
with a goal from Kate Murphy. Central
Oklahoma tied the game though five
minutes later when a shot by Sarah
Addison reached the back of the net.
After two overtime periods with no
goals, the teams faced off in a
shootout where Rangers goalkeeper
Joanna Humphrey shined.
She
stopped two out of the four shots by
Central Oklahoma. Megan Thompson
secured the victory for the Rangers
scoring on their fourth penalty kick.

Player Spotlight

Co-ed 5v5 Basketball:

TBA 0-4
Motion Is Lotion 2-2
W.A.K.K. 1-3
The Higher Level 3-1
The Kakumbas 2-2
Backyard Ballers 3-1
TANGS 4-0
Numbers Are Sexy 0-3
Team Zissou 1-2
We Will Protect This House
2-1
The Monsters 3-0
Blackouts 0-3
The Afletes 1-2
Let it Rain 3-0
Co-ed Indoor Volleyball:

Blackouts 0-5
The Leprachauns 1-4
Klub Katrina 5-0
•
To Kill A Blocking Nerd 3-2
Off In The Woods 3-2
TBA 3-2
Get Low 3-2
The Crows 3-2
Lila Utu fights for the ball against Central Oklahoma on November 11.
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Discove r Denver: Ellie Caulkins Opera House
Justin Parnell
Associate Editor

which had raised funds for improvements to the Buell Theatre, looked to
construct a plan calling for the auditoriFor decades, Denver has not had a urn's renovation. The foundation made
single top-notch venue for classical or the fi rst donation of $25,000 to the
dance music.
Opera Colorado, Friends
of
Denver's
Historic
Colorado Ballet and The Friends of Auditorium Theatre (FDHA), which
Chamber Music had to settle for ill-suit- was formed in 2001 . Together, the
ed performance halls with sub-par FPAC and FDHA successfully fought
acoustics at best. In April 2003, the to get the renovation project on the
University of Denver unveiled its high- ballot after persuading then-Mayor
ly anticipated Gates Concert Hall as Welling E. Webb to endorse a $25 milpart of the $70 million Newman Center lion bond issue in May 2002. The
for the Performing Arts. Now, Denver's measure, which was the only city
performing arts scene has stepped up finance issue approved in 2002, was
once again with the $92 million Ellie passed by voters by nearly 68 percent.
By the time Webb's 12-year legacy
Caulkins Opera House.
The 2,269-seat theater, which is ended in May 2003, present mayor
located at the Denver Performing Arts John Hickenlooper stepped in and
Complex north entrance at 14th and renamed the interior the Ellie Caulkins
Curtis streets, will be the city's first offi- Opera House, after lifetime honorary
cial building specifically tailored to chairwoman of Opera Colorado and a
opera and ballet since the Tabor Grand 20-year board member of the
Opera House was ,:, , , , = ========= ==""'i'! Metropolitan Opera
More Information
of New York, who
built in 1964. Denver
now joins only a
also donated $7
Opera Colorado:
million to the projs mall handful of
other U.S. cities that
www.operacolorado.org
ect.
have s uc h strucBecause the
Colorado Ballet:
Newton Auditorium
tures, including New
York, Washington ,
enjoys
historic
DC, Seattle, and Los
www.coloradoballet.com
landmark status, its
Angeles.
structure was preDenver Center for the
served to its 1908
Nearly forty years
Performing Arts:
appearance during
has passed since the
now-9 7 -ye ar -ol d
d
t
the
renovation.
www. envercen er.org
Auditorium Theatre
Inside, some parts
of the
original
(renamed in 2002
Kevin Taylor's at the
structure were left
the Quigg Newton
Denver
Municipal
Opera House:
exposed including
Auditorium after a
( 303 ) 640 _1012
several
iron
forme r mayor) had
columns in the 67foot-tall lobby and
been converted into
a theater. However, the structure the massive stone foundation walls in
become rundown and woefully out of the Chambers Grant Salon on the
dates.
In 1994 , according to the lower level. The rest of the auditoriOenver Post the Foundation for the urn's structure was gutted and the Ellie
Performing Arts Complex (FPAC), was built inside the shell of the original

la
M1era(IOia 's

The 2,269-seat Ellie Caulkins Opera House, located in the Denver
Performing Arts Complex, is home to Opera Colorado and the Colorado
Ballet.
building.
In conceiving the opera them. This makes the Ellie just the
house, Denver-based Semple Brown third American opera house to offer
Design looked to create a building that such a feature.
While the opera may not appeal to
could make the list of the world's top
1O opera houses. To do that, they most college students, Peter Russell,
chose a lyre shape for the theater, president and general director of
because it provides perfect acoustics Opera Colorado, states on Opera
and evokes the historic feeling of the Colorado's web site, "One of the things
celebrated opera houses in Europe. I find most encouraging about Opera
Rich colors, including red seats and Colorado's audiences is that they
dark-cherry wood finishes were cho- reflect more accurately than the vast
majority of American opera audiences
sen to add a traditional, warm design.
Although the hall seats more than the overall demographic of our city.
2,000 people, it continues to have an Just as repeated statistics tell us that
intimate feeling. The most distant seat the average Denverite is considerably
is just 133 feet from the stage, com- younger than the average resident of
pared to 130 feet in the Buell Theatre. most U.S. metropolitan areas, our
In addition , the hall also evokes a audience has considerably more repsense of movement with a series of resentatives of the "under 40" generasinuous lines that hang from the ceiling tions than you'll see almost anywhere
and curve down the sides of the the- else."
ater to the stage. The opera house is
Russell recognizes that many peoalso equipped with state-of-the-art ple, including students, have shunned
lighting and sound equipment, plus a opera because they won't understand
comprehensive $2.8 million Figaro it or are not familiar with operatic
titling system that allows audiences to repertoire.
follow the foreign-language text of an
See Ellie on page 11
opera on seatback screens in front of

'

Day Spa g
Body Sl!top
W elcome back
sta££ & students,

j

WEMISSED

t

YOU!
-Student massage

$45 per hour
-Staff massage

$50 per hour
Chock out our oUler
IIN)IIUIIY

Uledals?
4949 Lowell Blvd.
One block south of Regis.

Photo by Graham Hunt

Shiver-Me-Timbers, It Be a Regis First Snow: Senior Lilia Utu jumps in the large inflatable castle during the annual First Snow celebration on Wednesday, November 9. The pirate themed celebration included a
fire breather, snow cones, cake walk, dunk tank, T-shirt giveaway, games and contests.
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The Special Holiday Edition
As Thanksgiving approaches, it is
time to reflect on what we are thankful
for. In the true spirit of What's Bugging
Tammy? I have a different sort of
reflection for you. Without further ado,
I present to you my list of things I am
unthankful for:
People who decorate for Christmas
before Thanksgiving, stores that are
already playing Christmas music; people who write "X-mas;" Salvation Army
bell ringers (have you noticed no
amount of change will shut them up?);
mall parking, finals, entire aisles of
moving and "singing" holiday lawn
ornaments; the fact that turkeys take
two days to thaw and three hours to
bake (a girl's gotta eat); airports; mass
produced three-page Christmas cards
that tell half-truths (we all know cousin
Suzi is a "Rodeo" Scholar NOT a
"Rhodes" Scholar); Christmas socks;
Christmas sweaters; Uncle Chuck's
singing-Santa ties; pervy gentleman
who enter a room by saying "HO HO
HO" (who are ya looking for buddy?);
mistletoe; and five dollar secret Santa
exchanges or grab bags (or, more

accurately, the bad presents you bring
home from said exchanges).
Please don't think I am heartless for
these observations, deep down you
know you agree with most of them . On
a lighter note, allow me to express a
list of things I shouldn't be thankful
for but I am:
Slippery roads; BAD Christmas carolers ; winter storm warnings/advisories/conditions; Santa and the elves
at the mall (the tights get me every
time); watching stressed out shoppers
(is that messed up?); meals at the kids
table (also know as the "overflow"
table in the corner of Grandma's basement. Oh and who puts candles at the
kids table?); Five weeks of uninterrupted, but constantly "new," leftovers;
belching and an excuse for unbuttoned
pants; truckers with wreaths on the
front of their big rigs (anyone else driving 1-80 this Holiday season); The
Redneck Twelve Days of Christmas;
and seeing my overgrown uncles in
not-so-overgrown holiday sweaters.
Have a safe holiday season everyone.
Go Iowa State!

The l2ed Car-pet

It all starts with a Computer Science degree._develop computer assisted graphic design
programs for the disabled, create virtual wo~ds to help simulate problems in developin& countries, or model climtes to predict changes in ocean circulation. Reiis alumnae have jobs
ranging from development of the neit Mmartian lander" to pollution control with the EPl
Regis College female sophomores interested in acomputer science major have the opportunity to receive a$65,000 scholarship over two years through the The Clare Boothe Luce
Program. To fill out a scholarship application, visit http//academic.re,is.edivplitl/ to
submit an online application. Applications are due by February 1, 2006, and recipients of
the Clare Boothe Luce Scholarship will be notified on March 1, 2006.
For more information or to discuss majoring in computer science, contact Trisha Utz at
plitz@regis.edu or 303-964-5257.

Highlander recommends
fn the early 1950s, broadcast journalist Edward R. Murrow exposes the
blacklisting tactics of Senator Joseph
McCarthy on the CBS news program,
''See It Now."

Good Night, and Good Luck
Directed by George Clooney
Featuring: David Straithaim, Robert
Downey Jr., Patricia Clarkson, George
Clooney, Jeff Daniels & Frank Langella

"I found it to be one of most intelligent
and insightful movies ever made about
the television news business and about
the profoundly un-American practice o
labeling dissenters as traitors."
-- Richard Rocper, EBERT & ROEPER
Showing at the Esquire al Colorado Mills

Opera Colorado and ballet to
attract younger audience
Ellie from page 10
"Newsflash: for over 20 years now in
North America, opera companies
everywhere
including Opera
Colorado - make use of projected
English translations that allow you to
follow every word of the text," Russell
states. "As a consequence, going to an
opera today is really no different from
attending a screening of a foreign film.
Above all, remember that opera is
entertainment first and foremost, not
an academic exercise or a private
social or intellectual "club.""
Russell also addresses that younger
audiences have misconception about
opera and ballet production night etiquette. "While many people choose to
wear formal attire on opening nights,
we all know that Denver is very freewheeling in its acceptance of casual
wear, and you're just as likely to see
jeans and cowboy boots at our performances as tuxedoes and gowns,"
Russell adds.
The 2005-06 lineup at the Ellie

Caulkins Opera House will feature 16
opera performances including Bellini's
"Norma" in February, and more than
60 ballet performances including MThe
Nutcracker" opening next week. In
addition, the Ellie offers several student matinees for all opera and ballet
productions and final dress rehearsals
for a discounted $7.
Many culture enthusiasts have also
criticized the Denver Performing Arts
Complex for lacking a first-class
restaurant in addition to an opera
house.
Downstairs in the Ellie's
Chambers Grant Salon , highly
acclaimed Denver chef Kevin Taylor
opened his new 120-seat eatery.
Compared to his two restaurants next
door at the Hotel Teatro, Kevin Taylor's
at the Opera House offers elegant
dishes that are easier and quicker to
prepare since the eatery will only be
open during performance nights at the
Ellie and the Buell. The eatery will
also remain open after shows offering
an extensive cocktail and dessert
menu.
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Campus Events
, Catholics &: Evolution / Fae Lounge 12:15 pm
November 15, 17
November 15, 20
November 18
November 19
November 15, Dec 1
November 15,Dec 4
November 15,Dec 17
November 15,Jan 8
November 25,Dec 24
November 26,Dec 29
November 29, Dec 30

, Wal, Mart brown bag / ALC 125a 12:00 p
, Diversity rally / Quad
12:30 p
, Rhapsody meeting / Loyola 30
6:30 pm
, Wine tasting / ALC Mtn View
7:00 pm
, War, Peace&: Anatomy / Cafeteria 8:00 pm
, Bonfire, S'Mores &: Christian / Quad 8:00 pm
Thur,day. '.\'o\-embcr 17

"Clean Talk" workshop / ALC Mtn
Great Amer. Smokeout / Coors Life
, Feast of Faith dinner / Berkeley Ch.
, Leading w / Creativity / Regis Room
, Thrills: Movie Night / Cafeteria

8:30 am
5:00 p
5:30 pm
6:00 pm
10:00 p

Proof I Starz Film Center
Starz Denver International Film Festival
Casanova / Ellie Caulkins Opera House
Brokeback Mountain / Ellie Caulkins Opera
Duane Hopwood / Starz Film Center
Phantom of the Opera / Buell Theatre
September Shoes / Ricketson Theatre
Truss Thrust exhibit / Mus. of Contemp. Art
A Christmas Carol / Stage Theatre
The Nutcracker / Ellie Caulkins Opera House
Aida / Arvada Center

CONCERTS

I

Friday . .:\'o\-cmba IS

"Clean Talk" workshop / ALC Mtn 8:30 am
Sacrament of Reconciliation / Chapel 4:30 pm

November21
November22

Tuc-,cby . .:\'ovcm hcr 22

Professional Development / MNH333 8:00 am

November24

Staind / Fillmore Auditorium

7:00 pm
8:00 pm
Trans, Siberian Orchestra / Pepsi Center 7:30 pm
The Rolling Stones / Pepsi Center
7:30 pm
Y ellowcard / Fox Theatre

.

PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
\ \"cdm·,day . .:\'ov 23

, No Class: Thanksgiving Break

Thur-,clay . .:\'o\ cm her 24 , No Class: Thanksgiving Break

Friday, i\:o\·cmber 25

November 21

, No Class: Thanksgiving Break
, Sacrament of Reconciliation / Chapel 4:30 pm

.

COLLEGE SPORTS

I November 25

JI

7:00 pm
2:15 pm
7:00pm
7:00pm

New York at Denver Nuggets
NY Jets at Denver Broncos
Memphis at Denver Nuggets
Calgary at Colorado Avalanche

November 18
November20

.

;,;.;;.

. ·..

Nebraska at University of Colorad o

1:30pm

Classifieds
-~~-·;·.-.:1:,j ~.-i,,;t_:.: ·, -~ ·.·;..

i'·: ·:

;j~:

-: !'NEED YOU!l! lc .·: ~ j~~
Come see us now!
Interested fo:liying :off campus?:'/
Starting in January I am looking f<)f St Clair apts, blocks from Regis
someone to sublet my room while I and under new management
am studying abroad in Costa Rica.

f.

at Seattle University
7:00 pm
at St. Martin's College
5:00 pm
Johnson and Wales University
7:30 pm
at Colorado State University, Pueblo Classic
t F rt Le .
8 00 I

November 19
November 28
December 2, 3
Decemb 9

\\'OMEN'S BASKETBALL
November 20
November22
November 23
December4
December9

at St. Martin's College
at Seattle University
at University of Pugent Sound
Montana State University,Billings
at Fort Lewis

3:00 pm
7:00 pm
4:00pm
. 2:00pm
6:00 m

ROOM IS:
Affordable ($280.00 a month)
Close to Campus (60th & Ingalls)
Comfortable (room has own full
bathroom)
Comes with Great Roommates!
If interested please call:
(970)-846-9067

1 bedroom
$475
some remodeled.
Call for appt. 303 477 0647
Howard Bishop & Co. , 635 So.
Federal Blvd, Denver CO 80219

Weekly Word Whomp
Down
1. Lacerate
2. Musical instrument
3. Allow to enter
--+---+---15_ Bring about
6. Pools
------+--+---9. Apparel
11 . Covering everything
------+--+---13. Pertaining to Turkey
15. Secret agents
18. Simple seat
19. Go away
20. Actor's parts
21 . Loses heat
22. Slumbered
25. Metallic element

{
.

f

Across
1. Will
4. Doctor
7. Male child
8. Fuss
10. Defense covering
12. Policy reversal
14. Petty criminal
16.Secondhand
17. Woman who tempts

19. Pertaining to strategy
23. Moderately cold
24. Earth
26. Missouri city
27. Land along the edge of a sea
28. Malt beverage
29. Cut off
30. Sister
31 . Contraction of has not
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